
 

 

 

Misha’s Vineyard ‘The Gallery’ Gewürztraminer 2022 
 

  

95/100  “Offering scintillating clarity and perfume, the bouquet 

shows mango, lychee, exotic spice and rich floral aromas, leading to a succulent palate 
offering terrific weight and persistency. Poised and inviting, making it delectable and highly 
enjoyable. At its best: now to 2030.” March 2023. (Sam Kim, www.wineorbit.co.nz) 
 

5 stars ”The very youthful 2022 vintage (4.5*) is a single-vineyard 

wine, estate-grown at Bendigo and fermented in seasoned French oak barrels. Light 

lemon/green, it is mouthfilling, with peach, lychee and pear flavours, showing excellent 

delicacy and depth, fresh acidity, and an off-dry (7.3 grams/litre of residual sugar), finely 

poised finish. Complex and well-structured, it should be at its best mid-2024+.” April 2023 

(Michael Cooper, Buyer’s Guide to New Zealand Wine www.michaelcooperwines.com) 
 

93/100 “There’s no mistaking the lifted, floral and gently exotic scents of this variety 

led by yellow flowers then apple and preserved citrus pear and white spice. Dry on the 
palate- just, with a core of ripe white fleshed fruit that tickles the 
front palate then flavours of pears and apples, orange piko tea, 
spice and exotic fruits with flowers, there’s plenty of acid for drive 
and power along with a gentle-warming alcohol for body and 
texture. A lovely example showing off the drier side of this 
expressive variety. Best drinking from 2023 through 2030.” April 

2023 (Cameron Douglas MS, www.camdouglasms.com) 
 

93/100  ”Bright, even, pale yellow. This has a soft, sweet-fruited 

bouquet displaying aromas of lychee, ripe pear, rambutan, soft spice and floral elements. 
Medium-bodied, dry-ish to taste, aromas of pear, lychee and rambutan intertwined with 
white rose petals, ginger and citrus zest. The fruit is pure with a good balance of acidity; 
there's a lightness on the palate that accompanies the rose petals and spice richness, 
leaving a moreish finish. Match with pad thai and soft cheese over the next 4+ years. 
Handpicked, whole bunch pressed, fermented in older French oak barrels, 50% with wild 
yeasts. 14% alc, 7.3 g/l RS. 18.5/20 pts (93 pts)” Apr 2023 (Candice Chow, 
www.raymondchanwinereviews.co.nz )  

 

92/100 ”Dry but not austere with restrained varietal flavours including rose petal, 

lavender, white peach and pepper. Delicately nuanced wine that's been made with a light 
touch. Appealing purity.” May 2023 (Bob Campbell MW, www.therealreview.com) 

 
 

 

“Offering scintillating clarity and perfume…terrific weight and 
persistency…making it delectable and highly enjoyable” 

 

                                                                                    Sam Kim (Wine Orbit) 
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